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Abstract

The filamentation of femtosecond pulses in air is investigated experimentally

and numerically for beam powers accessing several hundreds of critical powers

for self-focusing. First, evolution of the filament patterns is approached by an

averaged-in-time ð2Dþ 1Þ-dimensional model derived from the standard

propagation equations for ultrashort pulses. Elementary processes such as

soliton generation, dissipation by multiphoton absorption and coalescence of

filamentary cells are discussed. Second, the 2D model is employed for

reproducing filament patterns of femtosecond pulses delivered by a mobile

TW laser source (TERAMOBILE). Beam propagation is shown to be driven

by the interplay between intense, robust spikes aggregated around the defects

of the beam and random nucleation of light cells.

1. Introduction

The long-range propagation of femtosecond (fs) laser
pulses in air is a well-known phenomenon currently
exploited in, e.g., remote sensing techniques [1–3]. Infrared
pulses with about 100 fs duration indeed generate narrow
filaments of light over long distances, which promote
white-light emission allowing high-altitude absorption
spectroscopy experiments [3]. This self-guiding originates
from the early optical self-focusing caused by the Kerr
response of air and leading to an increase of the light
intensity. The beam collapse is then saturated by the
electron plasma created by ionization of air molecules,
when the pulse intensity reaches �1014 W=cm2: For
moderate input powers, Pin; below a few tens of critical
powers for self-focusing, Pcr; one or two filaments are
created [4–7]. At much higher powers, many filaments can
be produced. This process is initiated by the modulational
instability, which tends to break up the beam into small-
scale cells conveying each a power close to �2Pcr=4 [8,9].
Several important mechanisms have been proposed to
anticipate the dynamics of filamentary cells. On the one
hand, a beam can split into a couple of spots that persist
over several meters before fusing into a robust central lobe
[7]. On the other hand, it has been numerically predicted
[10] that collapsing light cells may be nucleated at random
and defocused by plasma generation over short distances
(�1m). Recurrent sequence of collapse events then seeds a
sea of spiky filaments, which support an ‘‘optically
turbulent light guide’’ in the medium. To the best of our
knowledge, a scenario unifying both these aspects is still
missing. To be valid, this scenario should be confronted
with direct experimental observations.

The present work outlines major features in the
filamentation dynamics of fs pulses with relatively high
powers (Pin=Pcr > 100). To address this issue, we first
derive a ð2Dþ 1Þ-dimensional model where solitonlike
states describe short-range ‘‘randomly-nucleated’’ fila-
ments. We show that these structures confine themselves
into a limited number of long-range coherent objects,
termed as ‘‘optical pillars’’. Besides transient stages where
turbulent cells recur, these new structures around which
filaments self-organize drive the pulse dynamics, which is
confirmed by the direct solving of the (3Dþ 1Þ-dimensional
equations for short-pulse propagation. Next, two series of
experiments involving the Teramobile facility [2,3] are
performed, engaging either moderate (Pin ¼ 120 Pcr) or
high powers (Pin ¼ 700 Pcr). We compare each filamenta-
tion figure with results yielded by the ð2Dþ 1Þ-dimensional
model, which faithfully restores the experimental patterns.

From the numerical point of view, we consider standard
propagation equations [7,10,11]:
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which couple an extended nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS)
equation for the electric field envelope E; to a Drude model
for the local plasma density �: These equations apply to fs
pulses moving in their group-velocity frame (t ! t� z=vg),
characterized by a beam waist w0; half-width duration tp;
Rayleigh length z0 ¼ �w2

0=l0; and the central wavenumber
k0 ¼ 2�=l0: The critical power for self-focusing in air takes
the value Pcr ¼ l20=2�n2 ¼ 3:3GW at the laser wavelength
l0 ¼ 800 nm: The Kerr refraction index is
n2 ¼ 3:2� 10�19 cm2=W and the coefficient for group-
velocity dispersion (GVD) reads as k00 ¼ 0:2 fs2=cm: In
Eq. (1), r2

? ¼ @2x þ @
2
y accounts for optical diffraction in the

(x; y) plane and the complete Kerr response of air is
composed of an instantaneous contribution and a delayed
part in ratio 1/2, with a relaxation time !K ¼ 70 fs [7,12].
�c ’ 1:8� 1021 cm�3 is the critical plasma density beyond
which the medium becomes opaque. Power dissipation is
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assured by multiphoton absorption (MPA) with coefficient
�ðKÞ ’ 4:25� 10�98 cm2K�3=WK�1 [11,12]. In Eq. (2),
plasma defocusing is mainly induced by ionization of
oxygen molecules with a gap potential Ui ¼ 12:1 eV and an
initial density �nt ¼ 0:2� �at; contributing to 20% of the
total neutral density �at ¼ 2:7� 1019 cm�3 [12]. Plasma
formation is expected to be essentially driven by multi-
photon ionization (MPI) with coefficient �K ¼

2:88� 10�99 s�1 cm2K=WK; where the number of photons
K needed to extract electrons from neutral atoms is K ¼ 8:
Avalanche ionization involving the cross-section for
inverse bremsstrahlung � ¼ 5:44� 10�20 cm�2 and related
plasma absorption, although of weaker influence for fs
pulses, have been included for completeness of the model.

2. Nonlinear dynamical aspects

Before proceeding, we elaborate from Eq. (1) on a reduced
model constructed by averaging the temporal dependencies
of E: Considering subpicosecond durations, avalanche
ionization and plasma absorption are here ignored. We
moreover omit GVD, whose coefficient k00 ¼ 0:2 fs2=cm
makes it too weak for being a key-player over filamentation
distances limited to 100m. Under these approximations, we
assume that MPI counterbalances Kerr self-focusing at a
time slice t ’ tcðzÞ where a dominant spike with temporal
extent T emerges among other time slices in the pulse
temporal profile. This extent keeps the same order of
magnitude along propagation, i.e., filaments arise as
optical structures coupled with an ionization front that
shrinks the pulse to the same mean duration. Because there
exists evidence [13] that MPI shortens pulses to 1/10 of
their initial length, we choose T ¼ tp=10; which was also
recently justified in [14]. We thus set Eðx; y; z; tÞ ¼
 ðx; y; zÞ � �½t; tcðzÞ�; where the temporal distribution for
the highest-intensity peak is modeled by the Gaussian
�½t; tcðzÞ� ¼ e�½t�tcðzÞ�

2=T 2

with T ¼ 0:1tp: Plugging this
expression of E into Eq. (1), integrating the equation for
� and averaging Eq. (1) over the whole time domain then
provides the equation for the transverse component  :
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follows from averaging in time the delayed Kerr contribu-
tion of Eq. (1).
Equation (3) is instructive for understanding the

transverse dynamics of filamentary structures. Three key-
processes must indeed be emphasized for this purpose.

(i) In the non-dissipative case (� ¼ 0), Eq. (3) admits
soliton solutions in the form  ¼ 	ðx; yÞei�z: Char-
acterized by an intensity reaching the saturation

threshold Imax �ð�=�k0n2Þ
1=1�K; these solitons satisfy

the criterion for orbital stability dPs=d
 > 0 [15],
where Ps is the power P �

Ð
j j2 dr computed on the

function 	: As detailed in [14], low-power solitons
(�Ps=Pc < 1:5) are close to the Townes mode of the
cubic NLS equation with power Pc ’ 0:93� Pcr:
High-power ones (�Ps=Pc > 1:5) exhibit a shape
resembling high-order super-Gaussians (SG).

(ii) When adding MPA (� 6¼ 0), the soliton power
decreases continuously until reaching the effective
collapse threshold Pc=�: This property is shown in
Fig. 1. By modelling 	 like 	 ¼ Ase

�ðr=w0Þ
2N

in mono-
filamentation regime (r2 ¼ x2 þ y2; N � 1), the power
relation dzP ’ �2�

Ð
	2K dr can be solved perturba-

tively, in order to evaluate the dissipation range along
which self-focusing persists with beam powers above
critical. Computed in the limit �Ps 	 Pc; this range:

�z ¼ K1=Nð�=2��k0n2Þð1� Pc=�PsÞ; ð5Þ

is found to only vary with the laser wavelength, but
not with the beam waist. It predicts a maximum
filament length of 0.4m per pulse with, e.g., tp ¼ 85 fs
at the central wavelength l0 ¼ 800 nm; which is
compatible with the short ‘‘life-time’’ of the recurrent
filaments observed in [10] along the propagation axis.

(iii) Solitons can mutually fuse. It can indeed be shown
from the mean-square radius of the beam,
hr2i �

Ð
r2j j2 dr=P; that two Gaussianlike solitons

with waist wfil and intensity close to saturation are able
to merge, even without dissipation [9]. To show this
property, the two-component trial solution  in ¼
p
2Pfil=�w2

filðe
�jrþD=2j2=w2

fil þ e�jr�D=2j2=w2
fil Þ is inserted

into the ‘‘virial’’ expression
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Expanding Eq. (6) by using  in then enables us to predict
that well-separated filaments (� >

ffiffiffi
2

p
wfil) should fuse into

a single lobe, if the total beam radius decreases in self-
compression regime (d 2

zhr
2i < 0) with dominant, exponen-

tially-decreasing interaction terms. When the beamlet
intensities attain their saturation level (2Pfil=�w

2
fil !

Imax), this condition applies in particular to Gaussian-

Fig. 1. Decrease of Ps versus z for the soliton states engaging 1:5 Pc=�
(dotted curve), 7 Pc=� (dashed curve) and 15 Pc=� (solid curve), as they

undergo MPA for beam waist w0 ¼ 1mm:
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shaped solitons satisfying

�
Pfil
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where X � �2=2w2
fil: Plotting Eq. (7) would show that

coalescence occurs between filaments mutually separated
by the distance � 
 �lim ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
wfil; provided their indivi-

dual powers are below a threshold evaluated nearby
1:35� Pc=�: For wide separation distances (�	�lim),
exponential terms in Eq. (6) vanish and the solitons should
in principle cease to interact.

To illustrate this property, Figs. 2(a)–(d) show iso-
intensity plots of two identical solitons with Pfil¼1:3 Pc=�,
wfil ¼ 0:12mm (Fig. 2(a)) and Pfil ¼ 4 Pc=�, wfil ¼ 0:2mm
(Fig. 2(b)–(d)). The total beam waist enclosing both
filaments is w0 ¼ 1mm ðz0 ’ 4mÞ: Two separation dis-
tances are selected, namely, � ¼ 0:8mm and � ¼ 0:6mm:
For the first separation, lower-power solitons with no
MPA were observed to evolve without interaction like
stable, uncorrelated waveguides over at least 8m (not
shown here). In contrast, for the second distance
approaching the critical value �lim�0:4mm; the same

solitons start to fuse at large distances z �z0 (Fig. 2(a)).
With � ¼ 0:6mm; higher-power solitons do not form a
steady-state waveguide by coalescence (���lim). Instead,
they combine into a breatherlike structure having a stable
internal oscillating mode (Fig. 2(b)). This mode generically
takes place at high power levels and disappears to the
benefit of a stationary waveguide as soon as Pfil < 2Pc=�:
When � ¼ 0:8mm exceeds �lim ’ 0:6mm; solitons with
four critical powers propagate without correlation
(Fig. 2(c)). In the presence of MPA (Fig. 2(d)), however,
the power in each of those solitons rapidly decreases below
2Pc=�; which finally promotes their mutual coalescence.
These behaviors are in reasonably-good agreement with the
previous theoretical expectations. Nonetheless, discrepan-
cies arised, which are linked to the modeling of soliton
shapes by Gaussian functions with saturated intensities.
More precisely, the self-compression requirement
d2zhr

2i < 0; computed with real soliton profiles instead of
Gaussians, was found to hold over a large interval of
powers, even for separation distances satisfying the
criterion � 
 �lim: The upper bound of power for
coalescence suggested by Eq. (7) could not be verified
numerically and direct simulations showed that solitons
with powers clearly above 1:35 Pc=� were indeed able to
merge when � ¼ 0:

The last configuration shown in Fig. 2(d) deserves a

special comment: As can be seen from this figure, the
propagation length of the solitons before their merging

Fig. 2. Interaction of two solitons for different powers and separation distances. (a) Fusion of conservative solitons with individual power

Pfil ¼ 1:3 Pc=� ðwfil ¼ 0:12mmÞ and � ¼ 0:6mm: Filaments were observed to propagate without fusing for � ¼ 0:8mm: (b) Oscillations of merging

solitons when their power is increased to 4 Pc=� for the small separation � ¼ 0:6mm and no MPA. (c) Uncorrelated propagation of two conservative

solitons with 4 Pc=� when their separation distance is increased to � ¼ 0:8mm: (d) Fusion of solitons subject to MPA with Pfil ¼ 4 Pc=� and

� ¼ 0:8mm:
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widely exceeds (by almost one decade) the damping length
(5) computed for one isolated waveguide (Fig. 1). Visual

inspection of the soliton shapes allows us to justify this
surprising behavior. As power goes down to critical
through MPA dissipation, the solitons glide down along

the curve ðPs; 
Þ by modifying their spatial shape, whose
tail becomes more and more extended in space. They can

thereby overlap and produce a third lobe at center, which
will raise all the farther along z as the initial separation � is
large. This particular dynamics can help groups of

neighboring filaments to survive over several meters in
filamentation patterns.
The above properties dictate the filament dynamics. As

an example, Fig. 3 illustrates filamentation patterns in
the 2D approximation, for which the input beam shape
undergoes random, isotropic perturbations. By compar-
ison with antecedent experimental data [7,16], we opted
for an input anisotropic Nth-order SG beam in the form
 ¼

ffiffiffiffi
I0

p
e�ðx2=w2

0
þ2y2=w2

0
Þ
N

; perturbed at z ¼ 0 by an iso-
tropic 10% random noise in amplitude, multiplied by a
10% noisy Gaussian temporal profile with tp ¼ 85 fs. The
fluence distribution [F ¼

Ðþ1

�1
jEðtÞj2 dt] of the resulting

beam is then employed as the input datum for Eq. (3).
Figure 3(a) shows the iso-intensity plots for a perturbed
beam with waist w0 ¼ 2mm;N ¼ 2 and Pin ¼ 95Pc: The
beam first gives rise to several short-scale collapsing
filaments. Intermittency in filament nucleation occurs in
the early propagation stage over short ranges 
0:5m;
which can be compared with the scenario of optical

turbulence proposed in [10]. Nevertheless, at larger
distances, the filaments gather into a limited number of
channels. The output filaments reach the maximum
intensity Imax over distances ��z; but they asymptoti-
cally remain captured in longer soliton envelopes that
form ‘‘optical pillars’’ in the medium. By ‘‘optical
pillars’’, we mean discrete light spots capable of
amalgamating solitonlike cells that self-attract around
specific points in the diffraction plane. The resulting
structure then sustains a long-range propagation, while it
can still continue to excite short-living cells in its
neighborhood. In the present configuration, the filamen-
tary structures organize the entire beam into three major
long-range pillars composed of solitonlike filaments.

By comparison, Eqs. (1) and (2) are now resolved in
ð3Dþ 1Þ-dimensional geometry by means of a spectral
code using fast Fourier transforms in the ðx; y; tÞ variables.
Integration along the longitudinal axis ðzÞ is performed
with an adaptive step tuned on the intensity growth. 2048
points in the time direction and 1024 points along both
transverse axes were required for a numerical box with
length of 8w0: Figure 3(b) represents the plasma strings
produced by the previous beam. The temporal pulse
profile, even subject to strong distortions, does not prevent
the transverse dynamics of the pulse from developing as in
Fig. 3(a), up to second-order discrepancies in the focus
point linked to the choice of T: Although different
temporal slices come into play, all of them support the
propagation of cells first nucleated at different locations,
then remaining localized around the same place in the ðx; yÞ
plane. Three distinct channels clearly emerge: They do not
interact significantly but remain almost robust at their
transverse position.

In view of the above results, the multiple filamentation of
fs pulses can be sketched as follows: ðiÞ Beam modulations
give rise to short-range filaments that grow in intensity
until reaching the ionization threshold Imax: In this limit,
near-soliton filaments, searching for an equilibrium posi-
tion, recur in an optically-turbulent regime during the early
stage of propagation [10]. ðiiÞ As they attain a quasi-stable
configuration with respect to their neighbors, short-range
filaments either fuse or self-attract without merging,
depending on their inner power and mutual separation
distance, in order to form a limited number of clusters
named ‘‘optical pillars’’. These propagate over longer
distances. It is important to note that the present scenario
applies to input beams where an isotropic random noise first
creates short-scale cells, which afterwards relax to quasi-
coherent structures. For experimental beams exhibiting
salient defects at z ¼ 0; the location of optical pillars in the
transverse plane may be preconditioned by the most
intense defects, which can further excite turbulent cells in
their vicinity, as seen below.

3. Numerical simulations versus experiments

From the experimental point of view, we investigate
evolution stages in the filamentation pattern produced by
the TERAMOBILE laser [2]. This system delivers at the
10Hz rate pulses with energy up to 0.5 J, transverse
diameter equal to 5 cm ðw0 ’ 2:5 cmÞ; and FWHM
durations ð¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2

p
tpÞ tunable from 100 fs to 600 fs by

Fig. 3. (a) Iso-intensity patterns of filamentary structures created from an

SG beam governed by the 2D reduced model with N ¼ 2;Pin ¼ 95 Pc and

w0 ¼ 2mm: (b) Plasma strings produced by the same beam integrated

from the ð3Dþ 1Þ-dimensional Eqs. (1) and (2).
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detuning the compressor with a chirp opposite to air
dispersion. Experiments show photos taken in open air
from a white screen positioned in the plane orthogonal to
the beam path. A filter with narrow bandwidth around the
fundamental wavelength l0 ¼ 800 nm was put in front of
the camera. Two photos with exposure time of 1/8th
second were taken in sequence at each longitudinal
distance, so that two pulses could alter the pattern in
some pictures. No qualitative change, however, was
observed, up to slightly more visible filaments at certain
distances.
Figure 4(a) details the growth of light filaments over

55m with 230mJ energy and pulse duration of 600 fs
ðPin � 120PcrÞ: At the edge of the beam where fluctuations
are the most intense, filaments emerge from local defects
and several cells occur along a flattened ring inside the
focal spot ½z ¼ 40m�: More filaments are then generated
around this ring: They aggregate around the spots created
at z ¼ 40m and finally evolve into a three-pronged fork
shape at z ¼ 55m:
Figure 4(b) illustrates numerical simulations obtained

by solving the ð2Dþ 1Þ-dimensional Eq. (3) from a data
file of the experimental input beam. With a pulse
duration of 600 fs ðtp ’ 510 fsÞ; the coefficient � in Eq.
(3), computed from Eq. (4), takes the value � ¼ 0:51: The
beam begins to form local clots from the highest intensity
regions in a fashion similar to Fig. 4(a). The final
pattern, involving several small-scale spots, results in a
trident-shaped figure, restoring thereby the experimental
observation. The discrepancy existing between the experi-
mental distances and their numerical counterparts is
attributed to our former choice T ¼ 0:1 tp: This choice
suits the experimental development of filaments in
ionization regime, but cannot restore the early self-
focusing distances of beams with moderate powers,

requiring rather T ¼ tp: For such beams engaging 120
critical powers only, Eq. (3) describes the filamentation
of a disordered optical distribution with an effective ratio
of input power over critical of about ��Pin=Pcr ’ 60:
This limits to about 24 the number of guenuine filaments
reaching the ionization threshold. From the numerical as
well as experimental images, we can observe that the
most intense filamentary channels, forming ‘‘optical
pillars’’ in the medium, persist over several tens of
meters, whereas secondary light cells are randomly
nucleated over shorter longitudinal scales.

Reducing the pulse duration to 100 fs ðtp ¼ 85 fsÞ
makes it possible to investigate filamentary patterns
promoted by fs beams with powers as high as 700Pcr:
In this case displayed in Fig. 5(a), the beam breaks up
into more cells than in the previous lower-power case.
Following the estimate recalled in the introduction, up to
�Pin=Pfil �110 light cells may form in principle with
Pfil ’ �2Pcr=4: Figure 5(b) reproduces these experimental
patterns from a numerical integration of Eq. (3)
performed with the parameter � ¼ 0:39 fixed by
tp ¼ 85 fs: The agreement between the experimental and
numerical results is quite satisfactory. These patterns
reveal that, although some filaments are able to survive
over several meters at the most powerful regions of the
pulse ½z ¼ 30m and 35m�; random nucleation of fila-
ments in the entire focal spot seems more privileged,
compared with the break-up of the former 120 Pcr beam.
We explain this property by the partial inhibition of the
fusion mechanism between filamentary cells (see Section
2), which convey each a higher power and experience
more substantial power transfers through the overall
surface of the beam. Finally, we can remark that robust
filaments surviving over longitudinal distances �5m
evolve in correlation with close, but spatially-separable

Fig. 4. Filamentation patterns (a) produced experimentally for the 120 Pcr beam at z ¼ 1; 40 and 55m. (b) Numerical computations of the same beam

from Eq. (3). Maximum intensity is limited to twice the input intensity, in order to clearly underline the positions of the optical pillars arising from the

beam defects.
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neighbors, from which they can develop a long-range
propagation dynamics resembling that displayed by Fig.
2(d).

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have investigated the multiple filamenta-
tion of high-power beams, both theoretically and numeri-
cally. In the experiments, pulses were delivered by the
TERAMOBILE laser able to access TW powers. Recent
experiments on the beam break-up were already performed
by means of the same facility for pulse powers as high as
1000 Pcr and compared with numerical simulations [14]. In
the present scope, we analyzed intermediate power levels
limited to 700 Pcr and concentrated more thoroughly on
the various interaction regimes that filaments may
undergo. Generic features are refound throughout both
these works. Long-range filaments are initiated either
asymptotically after an early stage of random nucleation
for isotropically-perturbed beams or by the most intense
defects of experimental beams. The resulting channels,
termed as ‘‘optical pillars’’, can persist over several tens of
meters. Around these channels, small-scale spots arise and
recur rapidly at other places in the diffraction plane, in
agreement with the scenario of ‘‘optically-turbulent light
guides’’ proposed in [10]. Long-living filaments, as well as
unstable randomly-nucleated ones, can be described by the
reduced 2D model [Eq. (3)], which reproduces the
experimental patterns. To conclude, let us emphasize
that, throughout this investigation, the beams were emitted
in parallel geometry. It is thus not excluded that a
reduction of the beam waist through an appropriate

convergent lens may allow to generate longer light
channels, by gathering all filamentary components into a
single central spot. This point, requiring a parametric study
depending on the beam aperture, will be addressed in a
forthcoming work.
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